Indigenous communities and small mining operations in remote Australia: The impact of scale on relationship building and engagement
1. Indigenous Planning has always existed.
2. Indigenous people have had to respond to the institutionalised application of colonial practices – where the primary aim has been to eradicate Indigenous people.
3. Since the introduction of the Native Title Act 1993 - Australian Indigenous people now own much of northern Australia under land rights and native title laws and account for 48 per cent of the 3 million km$^2$ of land north of the tropic of Capricorn (Altman 2014). However, if all native title claims were successful, as much as 70 per cent of Australia could be under some form of Indigenous title. This also suggests that all future development in Northern Australia will need to be carefully negotiated with Indigenous land owners.
4. For planning to be Indigenous – it must be undertaken according to the Indigenous analyses, frameworks, values and processes (Matunga 2013).
5. We have two systems of law and custom in Australia – but need a process that allows us all to deal with each other more respectfully.
Study Area
Leichhardt's
Roper Bar Campground

$15 per adult per/night.
$10 per senior per/night.
$10 per child aged 5-16 yrs. per/night.

- Payment must be made on arrival at the store.
- If arriving later than 6 pm, payment can be made next morning at the store from 8 am.
- If leaving early there is a deposit box at the store left side of left gate. Thank you and enjoy your stay.
- Please note registration numbers are taken on arrival.

Generator times: 7 am - 9 pm.

CAMPING: Take up one space & leave room from your neighbors. (Not a tree each for vehicle, van & boat.)

WATER: Please have a 7 connection to use your hose if connecting to van. (Available at the shop for $15.00)

SPRINKLERS: On if going. You may move, but do not turn off.

ALCOHOL: To be consumed only in campground. Not on riverbank, boating crossing or boat ramp.

Please do not touch any gas or water fittings. (Any issue on this please phone store on 89754992)

No toilet cassette from caravan or campers to be emptied into the toilets.

Any barba frames to be removed away from campground. We will be placing re-cycling bins in campground for your use.
Mining Value to NT

More than 80 percent of the value of minerals extracted in the Northern Territory comes from mining on Aboriginal-owned land, amounting to more than $1 billion a year. Approximately 30 percent of Aboriginal land is under exploration or currently under negotiation for exploration.
Overview of NT Governance System

- Pre Native Title Act
- Land Rights and ownership (Northern Territory) held by Northern Land Council on behalf of the Traditional Owners.
- Sub surface mineral rights held by the government
- Under the Land Rights Act, Aboriginal landowners have the right to say "yes" or "no" to mining and minerals exploration on their land.
- Justice Woodward said in the findings of his Royal Commission into Aboriginal Land Rights: “I believe that to deny Aborigines the right to prevent mining on their land is to deny the reality of their land rights.”
According to S42 (8):
Where the Land Council consents to the grant of the licence, the Minister shall determine, in writing, whether he or she also consents to the grant, and shall notify the applicant and the Land Council, in writing, accordingly, within 30 days, or such other period as is prescribed.

This means that the Minister holds the right to over ride decisions made by the Northern Land Council (on behalf of the Traditional Owners).
A matter of Scale?

• Assessment process for large and small scale resource developments.

Major Project Status

Major Project Status is awarded to projects that are significant, complex and have strategic impact.

Major Project Status is generally sought by private sector proponents as confirmation of NT Government support for the project.

The objectives of the Major Project Status are to:

• secure private sector investment to broaden and deepen the NT economy
• support private sector proponents, particularly investors that are new to the NT through government processes
• drive timely and efficient delivery of government services to the project.

For the project proponent, the benefits include whole of government coordination, assistance in identifying and coordinating regulatory approvals and facilitation of engagement with the Australian Government through a central and single point of contact.

The benefits of major projects for the NT include:

• local business engagement in the project
• attraction of new business to the NT
• skills development and jobs for Territorians
• expansion of the investor pool.
Darwin INPEX
Western Desert Resources: Roper Bar
Small Scale Mining

Positive -

• should be more localised - using local labour and local supplies
• more direct access to the decision makers
• more opportunities for local involvement in environmental monitoring
• more flexible - able to change the relationship as time progresses
• often small projects by small companies are their only projects, not just another of many - so more care given to local engagement
Small Scale Mining

Negative

• usually riskier (or they would be really big)
• often less experience in negotiating benefit agreements etc
• often involve transfers of ownership (so new stakeholders all the time)
• don't get as much government attention (which could be good, as well)
• have fewer resources to invest in both the negotiating process and in benefits
• often shorter term projects, so harder to develop long term benefits
Concluding

• While both Western Desert Resources and Sherwin Iron were both given ‘Major Project Status’ they were in fact both small scale operations that went ‘belly up’ very early in the downturn.

• The real point is that we think that small projects involve fundamentally different parameters for local decision making and benefit sharing.

• While there are some political and legal acknowledgements of this (eg 'major projects' vs others), we don't think there is a body of research which enables us to develop good ways of supporting Indigenous engagement in small projects.
C U in the Northern Territory in 2019

CAPTURE THE MOMENT
AUSTRALIA'S OUTBACK

"Our land has big story. Sometimes we tell it bit at a time. Come and hear our stories, see our land. A little bit might stay in your heart." - James McQuade, Traditional Owner.}

RAINBOW VALLEY CONSERVATION RESERVE
Find your story in Australia's Outback, Northern Territory
Visit www.australiasoutback.com

SHARE OUR STORY NORTHERN TERRITORY
australiasoutback.com